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          Product Version: 9.2.3-beta01

How to get event when click on button switch toolbar button ?

Example like video: 1.mov - Google Drive

How to know when I selected Annotate or Draw or Insert ?
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Open a document - Step 4: Interact with the fragment
	PDF Viewer Events - PdfViewCtrlTabHostFragment2 events
	Customize the viewer’s theme - Customize the viewer’s theme
	UI components

APIs:	ToolbarSwitcherButton - getParentForAccessibility
	Com.pdftron.pdf.dialog.toolbarswitcher.button
	ViewerShortcutViewModel.KeyboardShortcut - getEvent

Forums:	Custom header tool bar
	Can not change color when selected icon bottom bar in android platform
	Limit option preset for annotaion
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          Continuing discussion from Custom header tool bar - #16 by Shirley_Gong.

Firstly, you should consult your coworkers that have done previous work on DocumentView in React Native to get a basic understanding on how to get started.

Second, you will subscribe the toolbar switching event as follows:

mPdfViewCtrlTabHostFragment.addOnToolbarChangedListener

This API should be all you need for the event.

If you don’t know how Android event listener works, I would highly recommend reading on Android official documentation on that as it will be outside of scope of PDFTron support.

Thanks.
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          I had try implement like image but not working?


[image: image]
image1920×1338 136 KB




How to can make it working like onToolbarOptionsItemSelected
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          What I see there is not what I suggested. In any case, your coworker has sent yet another support request on this topic (3rd one now), we will continue there…
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          Yes, I will Because my project paid for a PDFTron license so I hope can implement it quickly to can release it. Because all member of my team is not experient with native android so I hope you can support me, thanks to you.
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          I think we will discuss thread on page https://support.pdftron.com/ I had create ticket on this
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          Please find sample code here:

  
      [image: ]

      GitHub
  

  
    [image: ]


Comparing master...demo-toolbar-switching · PDFTron/pdftron-react-native


  A convenience wrapper for building react native apps with PDFTron mobile SDK. - Comparing master...demo-toolbar-switching · PDFTron/pdftron-react-native



  

  
    
    
  


  



Demo:


[image: Screen Shot 2022-05-10 at 11.55.39 AM]
Screen Shot 2022-05-10 at 11.55.39 AM1102×436 82.4 KB



Please give it a try, thanks.
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          Thanks for the support, I implemented the code and it works. Thanks you so much!
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